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QUESTION 1

A company is using a fleet of Amazon EC2 instances to ingest data from on-premises data sources. The data is in
JSON format and ingestion rates can be as high as 1 MB/s. When an EC2 instance is rebooted, the data in-flight is lost.
The 

company\\'s data science team wants to query ingested data in near-real time. 

Which solution provides near-real-time data querying that is scalable with minimal data loss? 

A. Publish data to Amazon Kinesis Data Streams. Use Kinesis Data Analytics to query the data. 

B. Publish data to Amazon Kinesis Data firehose with Amazon Redshift as the destination. Use Amazon Redshift to
query the data. 

C. Store ingested data in an EC2 instance store Publish data to Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose with Amazon S3 as the
destination. Use Amazon Athena to query the data. 

D. Store ingested data in an Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) volume. Publish data to Amazon ElastiCache
for Redis. Subscribe to the Redis channel to query the data. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

An Amazon EC2 administrator created the following policy associated with an IAM group containing several users What
is the effect of this policy? 
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A. Users can terminate an EC2 instance in any AWS Region except us-east-1. 

B. Users can terminate an EC2 instance with the IP address 10.100. 1001 in the us-east-1 Region 

C. Users can terminate an EC2 instance in the us-east-1 Region when the user\\'s source IP is 10.100.100.254 

D. Users cannot terminate an EC2 instance in the us-east-1 Region when the user\\'s source IP is 10.100. 100. 254 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A rapidly growing ecommerce company is running its workloads in a single AWS Region. A solutions architect must
create a disaster recovery (DR) strategy that includes a different AWS Region. The company wants its database to be
up to date in the DR Region with the least possible latency. The remaining infrastructure in the DR Region needs to run
at reduced capacity and must be able to scale up if necessary. 
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Which solution will meet these requirements with the LOWEST recovery time objective (RTO)? 

A. Use an Amazon Aurora global database with a pilot light deployment. 

B. Use an Amazon Aurora global database with a warm standby deployment. 

C. Use an Amazon RDS Multi-AZ DB instance with a pilot light deployment. 

D. Use an Amazon RDS Multi-AZ DB instance with a warm standby deployment. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A large international university has deployed all of its compute services in the AWS Cloud. These services include
Amazon EC2. Amazon RDS. and Amazon DynamoDB. The university currently relies on many custom scripts to back
up its infrastructure. However, the university wants to centralize management and automate data backups as much as
possible by using AWS native options. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Use third-party backup software with an AWS Storage Gateway tape gateway virtual tape library. 

B. Use AWS Backup to configure and monitor all backups for the services in use. 

C. Use AWS Config to set lifecycle management to take snapshots of all data sources on a schedule. 

D. Use AWS Systems Manager State Manager to manage the configuration and monitoring of backup tasks. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is running several business applications in three separate VPCs within the us- east-1 Region. The
applications must be able to communicate between VPCs. The applications also must be able to consistently send
hundreds of 

gigabytes of data each day to a latency-sensitive application that runs in a single on-premises data center. 

A solutions architect needs to design a network connectivity solution that maximizes cost- effectiveness. 

Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Configure three AWS Site-to-Site VPN connections from the data center to AWS. Establish connectivity by
configuring one VPN connection for each VPC. 

B. Launch a third-party virtual network appliance in each VPC. Establish an IPsec VPN tunnel between the data center
and each virtual appliance. 

C. Set up three AWS Direct Connect connections from the data center to a Direct Connect gateway In us-easl-1.
Establish connectivity by configuring each VPC to use one of the Direct Connect connections. 

D. Set up one AWS Direct Connect connection from the data center lo AWS Create a transit gateway, and attach each
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VPC to the transit gateway. Establish connectivity between the Direct Connect connection and the transit gateway. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 6

A new employee has joined a company as a deployment engineer. The deployment engineer will be using AWS
CloudFormation templates to create multiple AWS resources. A solutions architect wants the deployment engineer to
perform job activities. while following the principle of least privilege. Which combination of actions should the solutions
architect take to accomplish this goal? (Select TWO.) 

A. Have the deployment engineer use AWS account roof user credentials for performing AWS CloudFormation stack
operations. 

B. Create a new IAM user for the deployment engineer and add the IAM user to a group that has the PowerUsers IAM
policy attached 

C. Create a new IAM user for the deployment engineer and add the IAM user to a group that has the
Administrate/Access IAM policy attached 

D. Create a new IAM User for the deployment engineer and add the IAM user to a group that has an IAM policy that
allows AWS CloudFormation actions only 

E. Create an IAM role for the deployment engineer to explicitly define the permissions specific to the AWS
CloudFormation stack and launch stacks using Dial IAM role. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

 

QUESTION 7

A company has many projects that run in multiple AWS Regions. The projects usually have a three-tier architecture with
Amazon EC2 instances that run behind an Application Load Balancer. The instances run in an Auto Scaling group and 

share Amazon Elastic File System (Amazon EFS) storage and Amazon RDS databases. Some projects have resources
in more than one Region. 

A solutions architect needs to identify each project\\'s individual costs. 

Which solution will provide this information with the LEAST amount of operational effort? 

A. Use Cost Explorer to perform one-time queries for each Region and create a report that filters by project. 

B. Use the AWS Billing and Cost Management details page to see the actual usage costs of the resources by project. 

C. Use AWS Systems Manager to group resources by project and monitor each project\\'s resources and cost. 

D. Use AWS Billing and Cost Management to activate cost allocation tags and create reports that are based on the
project tags. 
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Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/cost-alloc-tags.html 

 

QUESTION 8

A company\\'s facility has badge readers at every entrance throughout the building. When badges are scanned, the
readers send a message over HTTPS to indicate who attempted to access that particular entrance. A solutions architect
must design a system to process these messages from the sensors. The solution must be highly available, and the
results must be made available for the company\\'s security team to analyze. Which system architecture should the
solutions architect recommend? 

A. Launch an Amazon EC2 instance to serve as the HTTPS endpoint and to process the messages Configure the EC2
instance to save the results to an Amazon S3 bucket. 

B. Create an HTTPS endpoint in Amazon API Gateway. Configure the API Gateway endpoint to invoke an AWS
Lambda function to process the messages and save the results to an Amazon DynamoDB table. 

C. Use Amazon Route 53 to direct incoming sensor messages to an AWS Lambda function. Configure the Lambda
function to process the messages and save the results to an Amazon DynamoDB table. 

D. Create a gateway VPC endpoint for Amazon S3. Configure a Site-to-Site VPN connection from the facility network to
the VPC so that sensor data can be written directly to an S3 bucket by way of the VPC endpoint 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A company has several Amazon EC2 instances set up in a private subnet for security reasons These instances host
applications that read and write large amounts of data to and from Amazon S3 regularly. Currently, subnet routing
directs all the traffic destined for the internet through a NAT gateway The company wants to optimize the overall cost
without impacting the ability of the application to communicate with Amazon S3 or the outside internet What should a
solutions architect do to optimize costs? 

A. Create an additional NAT gateway Update the route table to route to the NAT gateway Update the network ACL to
allow S3 traffic 

B. Create an internet gateway Update the route table to route traffic to the internet gateway Update the network ACL to
allow S3 traffic. 

C. Create a VPC endpoint for Amazon S3 Attach an endpoint policy to the endpoint Update the route table to direct
traffic to the VPC endpoint 

D. Create an AWS Lambda function outside of the VPC to handle S3 requests Attach an IAM policy to the EC2
instances, allowing them to invoke the Lambda function. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

A company wants to use high performance computing (HPC) infrastructure on AWS for financial risk modeling. The
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company s HPC workloads run on Linux Each HPC workflow runs on hundreds of Amazon EC2 Spot Instances, is short-
lived, and generates thousands of output files that are ultimately stored in persistent storage for analytics and long-term
future use The company seeks a cloud storage solution that permits the copying of on premises data to long- term
persistent storage to make data available for processing by all EC2 instances. The solution should also be a high
performance file system that is integrated with persistent storage to read and write datasets and output files. 

Which combination of AWS services meets these requirements? 

A. Amazon FSx for Lustre integrated with Amazon S3 

B. Amazon FSx for Windows File Server integrated with Amazon S3 

C. Amazon S3 Glacier integrated with Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) 

D. Amazon S3 bucket with a VPC endpoint integrated with an Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) General
Purpose SSD (gp2) volume 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 11

A company\\'s website receives 50,000 requests each second. The company wants to use multiple applications to
analyze the navigation patterns of the website users so that the experience can be personalized. Which AWS services
or feature should a solutions architect use to collect page clicks for the website and process them sequentially for each
user? 

A. Amazon Kinesis Data Streams 

B. Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) standard queue 

C. Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) FIFO queue 

D. AWS CloudTrail 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

A company\\'s website hosted on Amazon EC2 instances processes classified data stored in Amazon S3 Due to
security concerns, the company requires a private and secure connection between its EC2 resources and Amazon S3
Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Set up S3 bucket policies to allow access from a VPC endpoint. 

B. Set up an IAM policy to grant read-write access to the S3 bucket. 

C. Set up a NAT gateway to access resources outside the private subnet. 

D. Set up an access key ID and a secret access key to access the S3 bucket 

Correct Answer: A 
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Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/access-control-overview.html 

 

QUESTION 13

A company is designing an internet-facing web application. The application runs on Amazon EC2 for Linux-based
instances that store sensitive user data in Amazon RDS MySQL Multi-AZ DB instances The EC2 instances are in public
subnets, and the RDS DB instances are in private subnets. The security team has mandated that the DB instances be
secured against web-based attacks. 

What should a solutions architect recommend? 

A. Ensure the EC2 instances are part of an Auto Scaling group and are behind an Application Load Balancer. Configure
the EC2 instance iptables rules to drop suspicious web traffic Create a security group for the DB instances Configure
the RDS security group to only allow port 3306 inbound from the individual EC2 instances. 

B. Ensure the EC2 instances are part of an Auto Scaling group and are behind an Application Load Balancer. Move DB
instances to the same subnets that EC2 instances are located in. Create a security group for the DB instances.
Configure the RDS security group to only allow port 3306 inbound from the individual EC2 instances 

C. Ensure the EC2 instances are part of an Auto Scaling group and are behind an Application Load Balancer. Use AWS
WAF to monitor inbound web traffic for threats Create a security group for the web application servers and a security
group for the DB instances. Configure the RDS security group to only allow port 3306 inbound from the web application
server security group. 

D. Ensure the EC2 instances are part of an Auto Scaling group and are behind an Application Load Balancer. Use AWS
WAF to monitor inbound web traffic for threats Configure the Auto Scaling group lo automatically create new DB
instances under heavy traffic Create a security group for the RDS DB instances. Configure the RDS security group to
only allow port 3306 inbound 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 14

A company runs a multi-tier web application that hosts news content The application runs on Amazon EC2 instances
behind an Application Load Balancer. The instances run in an EC2 Auto Scaling group across multiple Availability
Zones and use an Amazon Aurora database. A solutions architect needs to make the application more resilient to
periodic increases in request rates. 

Which architecture should the solutions architect implement? (Select TWO ) 

A. Add AWS Shield. 

B. Add Aurora Replicas 

C. Add AWS Direct Connect 

D. Add AWS Global Accelerator. 

E. Add an Amazon CloudFront distribution in front of the Application Load Balancer 

Correct Answer: BE 
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AWS Global Accelerator Acceleration for latency-sensitive applications Many applications, especially in areas such as
gaming, media, mobile apps, and financials, require very low latency for a great user experience. To improve the user
experience, Global Accelerator directs user traffic to the application endpoint that is nearest to the client, which reduces
internet latency and jitter. Global Accelerator routes traffic to the closest edge location by using Anycast, and then
routes it to the closest regional endpoint over the AWS global network. Global Accelerator quickly reacts to changes in
network performance to improve your users\\' application performance. Amazon CloudFront Amazon CloudFront is a
fast content delivery network (CDN) service that securely delivers data, videos, applications, and APIs to customers
globally with low latency, high transfer speeds, all within a developer-friendly environment. 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/global-accelerator/latest/dg/introduction-benefits-of-migrating.html 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following AWS services can be used to define alarms to trigger on a certain actMty, such as actMty
success, failure, or delay in AWS Data Pipeline? 

A. Amazon SES 

B. Amazon CodeDepIoy 

C. Amazon SNS 

D. Amazon SQS 

Correct Answer: C 

 

In AWS Data Pipeline, you can define Amazon SNS alarms to trigger on actMties such as success, failure, or delay by
creating an alarm object and referencing it in the onFaiI, onSuccess, or onLate slots of the actMty object. Reference:
https://aws.amazon.com/datapipe|ine/faqs/ 
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